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Urban Front colour trends for Spring 24  
 
As we enter 2024, Elizabeth of Urban Front shares her top insights on the latest colour 
trends, emphasizing warm, bold, and unconventional choices. 

 
With a background in property development, interior design and 

design TV shows, Elizabeth has been at the helm of Urban Front, 

along with husband Nabil, for almost twenty years. She has a 

wealth of experience in choosing the right doors for the right 

home and an expert eye for colour too. Her top tips for 2024 are 

warm, bold, and unusual colour options - here is the latest on the 

shades that are making the trend headlines.  

 

Cracked Pepper introducing BEHR’s versatile soft black that 

blends seamlessly with patterns, textures, and wood tones. Could 

this be the shade that encourages you to take the dark paint 

plunge?   

 

Apricot Crush, an orange hue with a soft warming luminosity, is WGSN and Coloro’s Colour of the 

Year 2024. With its sun-bleached appearance, it works beautifully with neutrals and textiles.  

 

Sweet Embrace is a welcoming, soothing soft muted pink and Dulux’s Colour of the Year 2024. 

Versatile and delicate, it appears to change tone, from blush to violet, throughout the day depending 

on the light. 

 

London Clay forget dated or drab; brown is the new grey. Tapping perfectly into the seventies vibe, 

think warm and tactile tones. Farrow and Ball’s London Clay creates a rich earthy hue. Use sparingly 

or be bold and colour drench your space.   

 
Renew Blue meditative and restful, this blue shade, Valspar’s Colour of the Year 2024, has hints of 

gray and green inspired by mist, clouds, and lakes. This classic shade can be used throughout your 
home to create a sense of calm. 

 

Inspired by Urban Front's vision and Elizabeth's expert guidance, you can embark on your own design 
journey in 2024, creating spaces that are as unique as they are stylish. The world of design is 

constantly evolving, and with Urban Front, you will stay ahead of the curve. 
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